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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
Some fundamental properties of the empirical distribution functions are derived 
in the case of mixing random variables. These properties are then utilized to study 
asymptotic normality and strong laws of large numbers for functions of order 
statistics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {c$ : 1 < i < 00 } be a stationary sequence of uniform [0, 1 ] random 
variables defined on a probability space (Q, Y, I’). Let M: and Mp+ n be 
respectively the o-fields generated by {& : 1 < i Q k} and {& : i > k + n}. Let 
a and a, be functions of nonnegative integers satisfying a(n) 10 and q(n) 10. 
Then {& : 1 < i < co } is said to be strong mixing if for all A E A4: and 
B E Mlc+n, 
(J’(A n B) -P(A) J’(B)1 < a(n), 
where k and n are arbitrary positive integers; it is q-mixing if the above 
inequality holds with (p(n) P(A) instead of a(n). 
For a sample rr ,..., “, < define the empirical distribution r, by 
r,(t) = ,-' i: u(t - C), O<t<l, 
i=l 
where u(t) = 1 or 0 according as t 2 0 or < 0. 
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When t, , tz ,..., are independent, “linear in probability” and “almost sure 
nearly linear” bounds for r, have been established by Shorack [9] and 
Wellner [ 13 J, respectively. In this paper, we investigate the effects of cp- 
mixing and strong mixing types of dependence on these bounds. For more 
information on mixing conditions, the reader is referred to Rosenblatt [S], 
Ibragimov [4], and Philipp 171. 
Our main theorems under o-mixing type of dependence are the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume (&: 1 < i < a,} is q-mixing and (2.1) holds. 
Given E > 0, there exist 0 < /? =/3, < 1 and a subset S,,, of R having 
P(S,,,) > 1 -E on which 
1 - (1 - O/P < r”(t) < t/P for O<t< 1, 
Pt ,< rlso for all t such that 0 < I’,,(t), 
r,(t) < 1 - PC1 - 0 for all t such that m(t) < 1, 
pt < r; l(t) < i - p(i - t) for O<t<l, 
r;‘(t) < t/p for t > n-l, 
U-1) 
(l-2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
and 
i - (1 - typ<r,-p) for t< 1 -n-l. (l-6) 
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.1 generalizes Lemma A.3 of Shorack [9] where 
the sample elements are assumed to be independent. However, to extend the 
result of Shorack [9] to the q-dependence case, new arguments are needed. 
Mehra and Rao [5] have extended parts of Lemma A.3 of Shorack [9] to the 
p-mixing case (see Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of Mehra and Rao [5]) under the 
condition x7?, k*y1”‘(k) < co, which is stronger than the assumption (2.1) 
given below. Using an approach based on Theorem 12.2 of Billingsley [ 1 ] 
they proved (l-4), which is their Lemma 2.2. However, their Lemma 2.3 is 
weaker than our (1.1). In fact, (1.1) implies that the constants r, and r2 in 
their Lemma 2.3 can be set equal to zero. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let r, , r2 > 1 be fixed. If {& : 1 < i < a~ ) is (p-mixing and 
(2.1) holds, then there exist 0 < /? = /3(r,, r2) < j and a set A c l2 with 
P(A) = 1 having the following properties: for all o E A there is an 
N = N(o, r,, r2) for which n > N implies 
1 - t l/m 
l- - ( ) P G r,(t) G wP for O<t< 1, (l-7) 
wl G r,(t) for all t such that 0 < r,(t), (1.8) 
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T,(f) < 1 - p( 1 - ty, for all t such that I’,,(t) < 1, (1.9) 
pt=’ < l-,-‘(t) < 1 -/3(1 - t)*2 for O<t&l, (1.10) 
l-,-‘(t) < (t//3p for t>n-‘, (1.11) 
and 
1 - t ‘/v 
l- - ( 1 B < c-i ‘(0 for t< 1 -n-l. (1.12) 
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.2 generalizes Theorem 1 of Wellner [ 131, where 
<, ,..., <, are assumed to be independent. His proof depends strongly on the 
independence of the sample elements and cannot be extended to the q-mixing 
case considered here. 
We also state here our main theorems under strong mixing types of depen- 
dence. They are as follows: 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume {&: 1 Q i < a~} is strong mixing satisfying (2.2). 
Let tl > 1, t2 > 1 + 6/2 and E > 0. Then there exist 0 < /3 = /I(&, rl, 7J and a 
subset S,,, of Q having P(S,,,) > 1 -E on which 
1 _ 1 - t 117’ 
k) P 
< r”(t) < WPP for O<t<l, (1.13) 
w2 < r,(t) for all t such that 0 < m(t), (1.14) 
r,(t) < i -p(i - ty for all t such that I’“(t) < 1, (1.15) . 
pt=l q,-‘(t) Q i -p(i - ty forallO<t< 1, (1.16) 
r; l(t) < (tpp for tan-‘, (1.‘17) 
1 - t l/r2 
I- - ( ) B <r,-‘(t) for t < 1 - n-l. (1.18) 
When {&: 1 < i ( co } is strong mixing satisfying (2.2), we do not know 
whether there exist ‘almost sure” upper bounds and lower bounds for r,, and 
r;’ which account for the strength of the mixing in a spirit similar to that of 
(1.14), (1.15), (1.17), and (1.18). We next show that if the strong mixing 
coefficient decays to zero at the rate given by (2.3) below, then the “almost 
sure nearly linear” bounds for r,, and I’; ’ obtained in Theorem 1.2 continue 
to hold as in the (o-mixing case satisfying (2.1). Our method of argument 
here is based on a martingale approximation of 2 u(t - &) similar to that of 
Philipp [ 71. 
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THEOREM 1.4. The conclusion of Theorem 1.2 remains valid if 
(& : 1 < i < 00 } is strong mixing satisfying (2.3). 
The proofs of these theorems are deferred to Sections 3 and 4. Section 2 
deals with some preliminaries and auxiliary lemmas. The results obtained in 
Sections 3 and 4 are then used in Section 5 to obtain the asymptotic 
normality and strong law of large numbers for functions of order statistics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows we make the following assumptions on the mixing coef- 
ficients a(n) and p(n). 
fJ n’dn) < 00, 
n=1 
jJ n2as(n)< co, 0<6< 1, (2.2) 
?I=1 
and 
a(n) = O(e-e(“)‘ogn), where e(n) T co arbitrarily slowly. (2.3) 
The inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) below will be referred to occasionally. Let 
< be A4: measurable and q be Mr+ n measurable; then, if { & : 1 < i < 00 } is cp- 
mixing, 
I CovG r)l < 2 lltll, II alla kWIL’” (2.4) 
for all l<a, b<oo with a-‘+b-‘=l; and if {&:l<i<ao} is strong 
mixing, then 
ICovG ~11 -G 12 lltll, IML kW1”’ (2.5) 
for all 1 < a, b, c < co, with a-’ + b-’ + c-’ = 1. The reader is referred to 
Ibragimov [4], Billingsley [ 11, and Davydov [2] for the proofs of (2.4) and 
(2.5). 
Occasionally, c will be used to denote constants whose values are unim- 
portant and may differ from line to line. 
Then, we shall need the following results. 
LEMMA 2.1. LetO<G<l andtE[O,l] befixed.Definet=t(l-t). 
(i) If {&} is strong mixing and (2.2) holds, then 
E if-, (U(t--Si)-t)]4~c[n212+nr]r-6. 
[ 
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(ii) If (&} is (p-mixing and (2.1) holds, then 
E ,‘$ (u(t -<i)-I)]( <c[n’r’+ nt]* 
Here c denotes a constant independent of n and 7. 
Pro@ We shall prove part (i), since the proof of part (ii) is similar. 
Let vi = u(t - <,) - t. Clearly EICy=l {u(t - <,.) - t}14 equals 
CEfl:+4CCE(rl:rJ>+6CCE(?ftli) 
izj id 
+ 12CCCE(?i1?itl:)+24CCCCE(tlitfitt~?~). 
i<i#k i<j<k<l 
Observe that E ] vi\’ Q 25 for a >, 1. Using (2.2), (2.5) and following an 
argument similar to that of Mehra and Rao [6], each term can easily be 
shown to be bounded by [n’r’ + n7]7-“. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p be an arbitrary positive number and 0 < t < 1. If {&: 
1 Q i < 00 } is p-mixing and (2.1) holds, then 
E 5 {u(t - ti) - t} I < cn’((nt)t’* + nt), 
i=l 
where 12 4, r = t(1 - t) and c is a constant independent of n and z. 
Remark 2.1. From Lemma 7.4 of Doob [3, p. 2251, it is easy to show 
that 
E ,gI {u(t-&)-t} ‘<cn’l*. 
However, this inequality is insufficient for our purposes in regard to the 
proof of Theorem 1.2. Actually, Lemma 7.4 of Doob (cited above) is proved 
only for Markov chains satisfying Doeblin’s condition and not for (p-mixing 
random variables. However, Doob’s argument can be adapted to prove the 
inequality above. The proof of Lemma 2.2 due to Tran is given in the 
Appendix. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let {& : 1 < i < 00 } be a stationary and ergodic sequence of 
uniform [0, 1 ] random variables defined on (f&F, P). Let h(t) be a 
nonnegative, nondecreasing, continuous function on [0, l] for which 
-fA (l/h(t)) dt < 00. Then there exist an M > 0 and a set A c 0 with P(A) = 1 
410 
having the following 
which n > N implies 
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property: for all w E A there is an NE N(w, M) for 
r,,(O < MW) for O<t< 1. 
Proof: Using arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1 (A) of Wellner [ 12 ] 
we obtain 
rn(o ’ u(t - Ti) 
03s h(t)= 
sup n-*x---- 
O<f<l i=l h(t) 
’ U(r - &I 
G ,“<‘lyl n-’ c -<n-l $ J--. .\ i=l h(k) i=l h(ti) 
Since {& : 1 < i < 03 ) is stationary and ergodic, n- ’ C,?= i l/h(&) converges 
almost surely to ji (l/h(t)) dt < co. The proof now follows by choosing M 
greater than J-A (l/h(f)) dt. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS FOR THE ~-MIXING CASE 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First note that for reasons of symmetry, it suffices 
to prove the upper bounds of (1.1) and (1.5). It can easily be seen that the 
upper bound of (1.1) implies the remaining inequalities in (1.1) and (1.4). 
Similarly, (1.5) implies the remaining inequalities in (1.2), (1.3), and (1.6). 
First we prove the upper inequality in (1.1). 
Clearly 
P[T,(c/Zn) > 0] = P[T,(c/2n) 2 n-l] 
& 2 P[ri < .z/2n] = E/2. 
i=l 
Thus 
P[T,(t) Q t//I for 0 Q t < e/2n] > 1 - e/2, (3.1) 
since m(t) is nondecreasing in t. 
Again, using the property that r,,(t) is nondecreasing in t, we have for 
0<&<2 
P[m(t) > t/j3 for some e/2n < t Q 1 ] 
R-1 
< W,(l/n) > +Pnl + 2 P[r,((i + 1)/n) > ilpn] 
i=l 
= P[ (# Of C Q l/n) - 1 > (E/2/I) - 1 ] 
n-1 
+ c P[(#of~i<(i+l)/n)-(i+1)>i(1/j?-2)]. (3.2) 
i=l 
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By Lemma 2.l(ii), 
E ,‘f, (U(t-C)-tJ]4(c[~2~2+“], 
[ 
(3.3) 
where c is a constant independent of n and 7. By (3.3) and the Chebyshev 
inequality, the sum of the last two terms in (3.2) is bounded by 
n-1 
2c(e/2/?-- 1)-4+c(I/p-2)-4 C ((i+ I)‘/i’+ (i+ 1)/i”} 
i= I 
<C(&/2/3- 1)-4+C(l//3-2)-4g&/2, 
by choosing j? sufficiently small. Thus 
P[T,(r) < t/p for .s/2n < t < 1 ] > 1 - a/2. (3-4) 
Now combining (3.1) and (3.4), we obtain the upper bound of (1.1). 
We now prove (1.5). Let r,, ,..., &,, denote the order statistics of 4, ,..., c,,. 
Then 
m .,i+l~i/nP]=p[(#of~iii/nB)>n-i-l] 
= P[(# of ti > i/n/?) - n(1 - i/t@) 
> i( l//3 - 1 - l/i)]. 
(3.5) 
Using the Chebyshev inequality and (3.3), the last term of (3.5) is bounded 
by 
c[ n’(i/n/3)’ + n(i/n#I)]/i” (l/j3 - 1 - l/i)4. (3.6) 
Pick p < :. Then l//3- 1 - l/i > i/I for all i > 1, and (3.6) is bounded by 
c[p2im2 + p3ip3]. Finally, 
P[r,,i+, > i/r@ for some 1 < i < tI - l] 
n-1 
<c/I’ C {i-‘+/Ii-‘}<cjI’(l+/3)<6 
i=l 
(3.7) 
for /3 sufficiently small. (1.5) is now an immediate consequence of (3.7). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove the upper 
bounds of (1.7) and (1.11). Since the q-mixing property implies ergodicity, 
the upper bound of (1.7) follows from Lemma 2.3 by setting h(r) = t”rl and 
choosing @ < M-“. 
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We now derive the upper bound of (1.11). Let us define 
A,= 
i 
L,i+1 > 1 
I~~~~- I (i/n&1’*1 ’ . 
It suffices to show that P(A, i.o.) = 0. 
Obviously, 
n-1 
Next, 
WJ < C P[ttt,i+ 1 2 (ilN3”“l. 
i=l 
P[&+, > (i/n#‘“] = P[# of ti > (i/n~)““) - n + n(i/njl)“” 
> n(( l//?)l”‘(i/tz)“T’ - i/n - l/n)] 
which, by Lemma 2.2 and the Chebyshev inequality, is bounded by 
cnP((i/n/3)“*” n”* + (i/np)““n) 
n’(( l/p)1”1 (i/n)‘lT’ - i/n - l/n)’ ’ 
(3.8) 
Observe that i/n < (i/n)“” for 1 < i < n. Choose /3 small enough so that 
l/p > 3”. Then (l/fi)1’T1 (i/n)“” - i/n - l/n is greater than (2/3)(1/@“” 
(i/n)l’zl, and consequently, (3.8) is bounded by 
n-1 
CB 
-N2rln-l/2+l/2rl+P 
n-1 
+ cp- ‘/“In- ‘+‘l’l+P--l/71+1 C i-(/-1)/r,, 
i=l 
which equals cn-‘-” for some E > 0 if we choose 
I>max 
( 
2(1+p) 2+P-1/51,25 * +1 
l--l/t,’ 1 l-l/t, l” . 
Hence C P(A,) < co, which implies P(A, i.o.) = 0 by the Borel-Cantelli 
Lemma. The proof follows. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS FOR THE STRONG MIXING CASE 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The upper bound of (1.13) implies the remaining 
inequalities in (1.13) and (1.16). Similarly, (1.17) implies the inequalities in 
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(1.14), (1.15), and (1.18). Since strong mixing implies ergodicity, the upper 
bound of (1.13) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3. 
We now prove (1.17). It suffices to prove (1.17) for r2 = 1 + 6/2. Let 
1 < i < n - 1. Clearly, 
P[m,i+ 1 > (i/n/?)“‘1+“‘2’] 
=P[(# Of C~ (i/TZjJ)““+“‘*‘) > n-i- I] 
= P[ (# of ti > (i/n/?)“” +y - n( 1 - (i/rip)“” + S/2)) 
> n - i - 1 - n( 1 - (i/iln/I)(“(’ + “*))I 
< P[ (# of ti 2 (i/n/3)“” + 6’*)) - n( 1 - (i/r@)‘” + S/2)) 
> (~/p)l/~l+sl2~j(~/~)~l/~1+s/z~-l~ _ 2i]* 
(4.1) 
Pick p small enough so that 2 < (1/2)(1/~3)“” “‘*). By the Chebyshev 
inequality and Lemma 2.1 (i), the last term of (4.1) is bounded by 
c[n*(~/n~)2/‘l+“/2’ + ,(j/n~)l/w/*q (qnp)-Sl’l+6/2’ 
[ww/P) 
l/(1 t S/2’j(qn) (l/(1+8/2)-1) 4 
I 
< c[/w2 +/I 
~3+6~/~1+6/2~~-6/2tS~-~3+S~/~lt6/2~ I* 
Finally, by summing over i, we have 
p[L,it~ 2 (i/M) ‘I(’ + “*) for some 1 Q i < n - 1 ] 
for sufticiently small p. (1.17) is a consequence of (4.2). 
(4.2) 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. It suffices to derive the upper bounds of (1.7) and 
(1.11). Since strong mixing implies ergodicity, the proof of the upper bound 
of (1.7) is the same as in the q-mixing case. We now turn to the proof of 
(1.11). 
Let y be a small positive number to be specified later. Define blocks Hj 
and Zj of consecutive integers as follows: Hi consists of [j’], and Zi consists 
of [j’J consecutive integers, respectively. No gaps are allowed between the 
blocks. The order is H,, I,, H,, I, ,.... Let 
Aj,t = JJ (u(t - C) - t>, 
ieHj 
Let A4 be the index of the block Hi or Zj containing n, and let hi be the 
smallest member of Hj. Let T,l and q,t be the a-fields generated by 
A ,,,,..., Aj.t and Bl,l,..., Bj,, , respectively. 
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Clearly, 
.i=hw 
+ 5 IE@j,J+l,t)I 
j=l 
+ 5 IEtBj,d%,,t)l 
j= I 
+ ,$j, [Aj,t-E(Aj.t/~-~,t)I 
+ I:1 iBj,t - E(Bj,II~-I.t)I . (4.3) 
Choose p small enough that l//I > 3”. Then (l//I)“” (i/n)“” - i/n - l/n is 
greater than (2/3)( l//I)“” (i/n)““. Set (i/n/l)“” = tr, and for notational 
convenience we drop the subscripts in Aj,li, Bj,ti, 2j- ,,li, and L$ ,,li. Then, 
using (4.3), we have 
P[t”,i+ 1 > ti] = P[-(# Of <i < ti) + nti > n(( l/b)“” (i/n)“” - i/n - l/n)] 
<P 
[I 
t U(ti - <j) > C(l//3)“” n(i/n)“T’ 
i=l 1 hM+l- 1 
< P C ( U(ti - (j)l > (C/5)( l//I)l”’ n(i/n)“T’ 
i=hM I 
+ P ,zl I W/W > (c/5)(W)“” W4”T’] 
+ p 
[I 
,$ IA - WWI 1 > (45 WP)“” WRY’] 
+ P [ / 5 [B - E(B/Y)] 1 > (c/5)(1//?)“*’ n(i/n)‘lT1] . (4.4) 
j=l 
We shall show that each of the five terms on the right-hand side of (4.4) is 
of order n-r-’ for some .s > 0. 
Observe that A4 < UI”~+’ since CE r iy < cn. Hence h,, , - h, < 
My < CII~(~+ ‘). Pick y small enough that y/(y + 1) < 1 - r; ‘. Then 
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P [ h;g’ 124, - C,)l > (c/5)(1//3)“” n(z+)““] 
M 
[ 
hut1-1 
Gp ,z, Iu(ti-<j)l > C~fp’i’] =O, 
if n is large enough. 
(4.5) 
Let 1 be a positive number to be specified later. Since 
a(n) = O(e- 8(n)bW) = 0(@(d), w  h ere e(n) 1 co, there exists a constant c 
depending on 1 such that a(n) < cn-’ for all n. 
Pick 1 < Q < 2. By the Markov and the Minkowski inequalities, 
BY (2.5) 
E[IE(A/F)12”] =E[A(E(A/ST))2=-1] 
< c JIA II4 [,IE(A/;T)12”]““-“‘2Q x j-yl(2-Q)‘4=. 
(4.7) 
Dividing both sides of (4.7) by [BIE(A/Sr)120]c2a-1)‘2u, we get 
p(A/sr)l12, < c IIA ~~4j-~(2-“)‘4”. (4.8) 
Let S be an arbitrary positive small number. Clearly (2.3) implies that (2.2) 
holds for any 6 > 0. By Lemma 2.1(i), (4.6), and (4.8), we obtain 
~ c CM-I [j2Yfj2-S) +jYfjl-6)]1/4j-yI(2--0)/40 20 
I n(i/n)“” I (4.9) 
~ c -& [j~/2t;2-&/4 +jy/4f;1--S)/4] j-~1(2-d/40 20 
I n(i/n)“” I 
Consider the fourth term on the right-hand side of the inequality (4.4). 
Clearly, 
p [I ,$ [A - Jw/rnI 11>ww~] 
Q P 
[ 
5 [A - E(A/.F)] > cn(i/n)“T1 
j=l I 
+ P [ jJ [-A + E(A/F)] > cn(i/n)l/T1]. (4.10) 
/=I 
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It suffices to find the upper bound for the second term of (4.10) since the 
third term can be treated in an analogous manner. To this end, set 
UkJi = c [A - ~~w?l for k GM, 
i<k 
= u,, ti for k > M, 
s:,ti = c Jw - w/m12/~) for k GM, 
i<k 
= ‘f,ti for k > M. 
Let 1 > 0 with AM’< 1, and define 
Tk,ti = exP nu,,,i - 4 (1 + m’)‘%,,J for k> 1. 
Clearly EU,.,, = 0 and Uk,,i - Uk-,,,i < 2Mv for each k. 
By Lemma 5.4.1 and Corollary 5.4.1 of Stout [lo] { Tk,ti : k >, 1 } is a 
nonnegative supermartingale and 
Set 
‘{t!J Tk,ti > ‘I ’ I/’ for any c > 0. (4.11) 
1= 
1 
~~(‘~‘lTl~~1/2~i11”l’ 
K = ~2iZ/?l~(3/2)(1-I/?l) 9 
and pick y < -(l - r,)(l + 5,)-l so that y(y + 1))’ < (l/2)(1 - r;‘). Then 
UP < 1. By (4.1 l), we have 
P [ 5 [A - E(A/F)] > crz(i/n)l~T1] 
j=l 
= P[Wg Tk,,i > eXp(A’K -; (1 + Aw)$,,i] 
< p[fyg ‘k,,j > exp(A2K/2)1 + p[s&.ti > K/21 
< exp(-2-‘n”‘2”‘-““‘) + P[SL,,j > K/2 1. (4.12) 
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By the Markov and Minkowski inequalities, 
PjS:,,, > K/2] = P Sk,,, - : EA’ > ci2’tcn(3’2’(1-“T” - 
j=l 
,Z$=I IINA -%‘~H2/~~-EA2/l, 
cprln (3/2)(1 -l/+1) -r=jM_,EA’ 
Arguing as in (4.7) and (4X), we obtain 
\jE([A* - EA2j/9-)/j, < C(EA4)1’2j-y’(2-“)‘24 
Next, by (4.8) and (4.14), 
(4.14) 
< C(EA4j1/2j-yl(*-U)i2U. 
By (2.5) and stationarity, for any 6 > 0, 
(4.15) 
~CjYt~(l-~~)+20[E~~(t~-~r,)-~t,~2”’-S’]’-S~~~s(f-k) 
k<t 
< Cjpj(l -f&‘--6 
< CjYj’l -BVrln-(l -B)!rc* (4.16) 
BY (4. IQ 
> &I9+3/2)(1--/r1) _ Cj(I-G)/rlnl-(I-6)/rl 
/ (4.17) 
by choosing 6 sufficiently small. By (4. IO), (4.12), (4.13), (4.15), (4.17) and 
Lemma 2.1 (i), we have 
P 
[I 
5 [A - E(A/F] > cr~(i/n)*‘~’ 
j=l 1 < exp(4- Ilt('lZKL- wj 
683/10/3 IO 
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+ c ci"=, jjY4-w2 +jY/2fjl~d)12]j-.1(2-0)/20 (1 
1 1 
*2/rlnW2)(1-l)lri) 
I- 
(4.18) 
Pick 1 large enough so that the summations overj in the last terms of (4.9) 
and (4.18) are finite. Note that (4.6) and (4.18) remain valid if ,4j,li and 
q- I,li are replaced by Bj,ti and q-,,fi. In view of (4.4), (4.5), (4.9), and 
(4.18), we obtain after summing overj and simplifying the last terms of (4.9) 
and (4.18) that 
+ C(i(-6-2)/(2~1)nl-3/2)+(1/2~1)(1+6) 
1 
(I 
+c{z - - 
.( s 3)/(2rl)n(-3/2)t(1/2?l)(2t~) (1 
1 * 
Without loss of generality, we assume 1 < t, < $ since if (1.11) holds for 
some value of r, < 4, then (1.11) also holds for all values of t, > :. Pick 
6 ( 2(t, - 1) and then max[:, (i - (2 + 6)/2t,)-‘1 < a < 2. After sim- 
plification, (4.19) yields 
P[c&~+~ > (i/r@)““] < ci-‘-‘W-‘* + exp(-2-1n”‘Z”‘-“T”) (4.20) 
for some E, , e2 > 0. 
Summing up over i and n in (4.20) and using the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, 
we obtain P(A, i.o.) = 0, where A, is defined as in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
The proof of (1.11) is completed. 
In the next section, we present some applications of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3, and 1.4. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO FUNCTIONS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
Consider the statistic 
where, for n > 1, c,, ,..., c,, are known constants, and g is in the class .Y of 
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left continuous functions on (0, 1) that are of bounded variation on (0, 1 - 13) 
for all 0 > 0. When cl,..., r,, are independent and identically distributed, 
conditions under which T,, has a limiting normal distribution have been 
obtained by Shorack [9]. These results have been extended to the p-mixing 
case by Mehra and Rao (1975a) under the assumption &=i /~*~“~(k) ( co. 
Theorem 1.1 can be used for proving asymptotic normality of T,, when 
{&: 1 <i < co} is q-mixing under (2.1). In fact, using (1.2), (1.3) and 
Theorem 4.2 of Mehra and Rao [6] and following arguments as in Mehra 
and Rao [5], the main results of Shorack [9] can be shown to remain valid 
under the same conditions when {& : 1 < i < co } is (p-mixing and (2.1) holds. 
However, the advantages of (1.2) and (1.3) over Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of 
Mehra and Rao [5] are that Shorack’s results can be extended to the (p- 
mixing case without unnecessary complications made by Mehra and Rao in 
the proof of their Theorem 1.1. Our Theorem 1.2 can be used to prove strong 
laws of large numbers for T,. 
Define a function J,(t) on [0, l] to equal c,) for (i - 1)/n < t < i/n and 
1 <i<n with JJO)=c,,i. Let p,, = ji gJ,dI, where I denotes the identity 
function and s” dl denotes the integration with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. For fixed b,, b, and M define a “scores bounding function” B by 
B(t) = Mt-b’(l - t)-b* for O<t<l. 
For fixed E > 0, define 
and 
II(t) = iwt- I+bl+c(l _ t)-l+bz+r, O<t<1, 
h(t) = [t(l - t)]l-‘2, O<t<1. 
Then, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {&: 1 < i < 00) be q-mixing satisfying (2.1). Under 
the assumptions (a) 1 gl< D, 1 J,, I< B for all n, and (b) Ii Bhd I g I < 00, we 
have 
lim (T,, - pu,) = 0 a.s. 
n-+x3 
Proof: For t f [0, 11, define Yn(t) = - I: J,,dI. Then 
c,Jn = Y&/n) - yn((i - 1)/n), l&i<n. 
Set U, = n’/*[r, - I] on [0, I], where I is the identity function. As in 
Shorack [9], integration by parts yields 
T, -pu, = -n-“‘(S, + ynl + yn2 + Y,A 
420 
where 
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I^  
IIt” 
s, = A,U,,dg= ‘A;U,dg 
I.1 I 0 
with 
A, = [ynu,(r,J - ff’nI,/[rn -11, 
A,*=A, on[L, 9 LJ 
0 otherwise, 
Ynl = n”2s<r”l) [y1,(0) - ~“KI>l9 
Yn2 = n”* g(L) ~,KA 
and 
Following Wellner 
obtain 
yn3 = n’12 1 gJ, dZ. 
ft”l.5”n)’ 
[ 121, using assumptions (a), (b), and Theorem 1.2, we 
n- ll*s, < c sup Irnw - 4 
O<f<l [t(l - t)y4 * 
We now show that the right-hand side of (5.2) goes to zero a.s. as n -+ co. 
Observe that, for reasons of symmetry, it is enough to consider 0 < t < 4. Let 
0 < S<i. Then 
Irnw - 4 
o~ft~,2 [t(1 - t)j’-“” G2e 
r,(t) 
c’8 sup 1-f/B 
0<1<0 t 
+ 2614 + 20- I + s/4 sup IrJt) - tl. (5.3) 
O<lS1/2 
By the upper inequality of (1.7), a.s., the first term on the right-hand side of 
(5.3) can be made arbitrary small for large n by choosing 0 small. The 
second term on the right-hand side can be made small by choosing small 6. 
The third term goes to zero a.s. as n + co by the GlivenkcKantelli Theorem 
for mixing random variables (see Tucker [ 11 I). Each n-“‘y,,, i = 1, 2, 3, 
can be seen to be of order r:,, . By Lemma 2.2, it is easy to show that r;,, 0 
a.s. as n + 03. 
Corollary 2 and Theorem 4 of Wellner [ 121 can also be generalized to the 
(o-mixing case considered here. The proofs are easy consequences of 
Theorem 5.1 and are therefore omitted. 
Theorem 1.3 can be used to extend the main results of Shorack [ 9 ] to the 
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strong mixing case. Let g denote a fixed function in F and let J denote a 
fixed measurable function on (0, 1). 
ASSUMPTION 1 (boundedness). Let 
14 GW ~/2+WZ(b1+1) x (1 +/2+"'2'b~+l>, 
IJI<B,andall IJ,I<Bon (O,l).liBqdlg(<oo with 
B(t) = t- hU+W)(l _ t)-b2”+“/2’ and q(t) = [t(l _ t)]“-W2. 
ASSUMPTION 2 (smoothness). Except on a set of t’s of I g I-measure 0 we 
have that both J is continuous at t and J, + J uniformly in some small 
neighborhood of t as n + co. Let 0 < s, t < 1 and set 
U(s, t, = [(S A t)] + 5 [Fij(S, t) - St] + 2 [Fij(t, S) - St]9 
j=l j=2 
where Fij(s, t) = I’[<, < S, {j < t]. 
Define u2 = jt l: a(t, s) J(s) J(t) dg(s) dg(t). 
THEOREM 5.2. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and (& : 1 < i < 00 } is 
strong mixing satisfying (1.2), then 
rF2(Tn - p,) + N(0, u2) 
with p, and u2 finite. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1 of Shorack (1972). 
Let x,,, denote the indicator function of the set S,,, of Theorem 1.3. Define 
S = J”: JU, dg, where U, is a Gaussian process tied down at 0 and 1 and 
defined by 
EU&) = 0, quo(s) u,(t)] = u(s, t), 
Let S = s: JU, dg. Then 
0 < s, 1 < t. 
lxn.S,-Sl ~~lIx,,AX~n-JJuoI dIgI. 
0 
By (1.14) and (1.15), 
x,,, IA,*1 <ME Bt-*18’*(1 - t)-b26’2 for some constant M,. 
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By Corollary 4.1 of Mehra and Rao [6] for fixed w, J‘A (x,,,AX U,, -XI,,/ 
d ]g( is bounded by 
(Me f l)M, Bt-*‘S’*(l - t)-b’S’+(l - t)]“2-8’2, 
where M, is a constant depending on w. 
Use Assumption 1 to find that (M, + l)M, Bt-b’“‘2(1 - t)-b2d’2 x 
[t(1 - t)]“2=‘2 is a 1 gl integrable function. By the dominated convergence 
theorem, S, -+P S as n + co. The rest of the proof is easy and similar to 
Shorack’s [ 91. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {&: 1 < i < CO} be strong mixing satisfying (2.3). 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 continues to hold under the same 
conditions. 
With Theorem 1.4, the proof of Theorem 5.3 can be obtained by the 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Our method of argument is closely related to that 
of Lemma 7.4 of Doob [3]. By Lemma 2.l(ii), clearly Lemma 2.2 holds for 
I = 4. For I= 4, p can be set equal to zero. 
Define 
D,= t @(t-&)-t}, 8,= ‘2’ {u(t-c&.)-t}, 
i=l i=n+k+ I 
n+k 
En = C {u(t - C) - t}, 
i=n+l 
where k is a positive integer to be specified later. Assume that the lemma is 
true for I= m > 4. We shall show by induction that the lemma also holds for 
l=m+e, whereO<e< 1. 
Let B, = EIID,[m+e]. Then 
EW, + finlm+el SE[ID, + kl” (IDnIp + &I’) 
S,.,E[ 2 (7) ID,li+elfi,lm-i 
+I2 
i=l 
( 7) lD.lil~.lm-‘+e]. (6.1) 
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Let u, o be positive numbers and let % = (m + e)/u, CJ = (m + e)/u. Then by 
(2.4), 
E[IDJ’I&l”] < 2q;~,E”‘[(D,I”“] E”‘[ld,I”‘] 
+ EIID,IUl Wkl”l. (6.2) 
Holder’s inequality implies that the last term in (6.2) is bounded by 
[EIID,lm]](m+e)'m. 
Let rl be a positive number such that ~(m + e)/m < p. From (6.2), we 
obtain 
E[ID,y IS,l”] & 2qg,B” + c[n”((nr)m’2 + nr)](m+e)‘m. (6.3) 
BY (2.1), CD&+~ +O as k-r co. Pick 
o<&<2’+p-2. (6.4) 
Substitute (6.3) into (6.1) giving u, u the appropriate values, and then 
choose k large enough. We obtain 
E[ID, + &lmfe] < (2 + 2-b)B, + ~[n~((nt)~‘~ + n~)](*+~)‘~. (6.5) 
We claim that there exists a constant c independent of n and r such that 
B,, < (2 + c)B, + ~((nr)(~+~)‘* + nt)nP for all n > 1. (6.6) 
Observe that 
E[lu(t - ti) - tlm+e] < 2t, 
and 
W) (*t eV2 + (nr)(m t e)/m Q q(nz)(m t d/2 + nt). 
By the Minkowski inequality and (6.5), 
B,, = E [ID. + d, + E, - *gk 
i=ln+l 
{u(t - {,) - t)j] m+e 
< E1’(m+e)[lDn + &lm+e] 
ntk 2ntk 
+ c + 2H) ( 
E'"m+e'[,~(~-~i)-~,m+e]]mte (6.7) 
i=ntl 
< [[(2 + 2-‘E)B, + ~n~(~+~)‘~((nt)(*+~‘~ 
+ WI 
(mte)/m]l/(mte) +4j,$/(mte)]mte 
< [[(2 + 2-lE)B, + cn~(mte)/m((nt)(mte)/2 + nr)]'/(mte) + 4#/(mte)]*+e. 
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Now 
(2 + 2-'@.I, +cn"'m+e"m((nr)'"+e"* +nr) > c 
(4qmte. t q$yzF' 
Consequently, the last term of (6.7) is bounded by 
4k 
1+- Cl/tm+e) 1 [(2+2-'&p, t cnqnr)(m+"'* + nr)] 
< (2 + &)B, + cnp((nt)(m+e"* + nt), 
by choosing c large enough that 
4k 
l-t- Cll(m+e) 1 (2+2-l&)< 2 +iT. 
The proof of (6.6) is now completed. 
If n = 2”, where L is a nonnegative integer, then by (6.4) and (6.6), 
B2.L < (2 + &)“B; + ,++e)f2 2(L-l)(P+(m+e)l*) g 2p~t~+‘e,,2) i 
i=O 
+ cz2("-')(p+1) go (gqi 
<(2fE)IB,fCZ (m+ev*p+(mtev*) +*p+u 
< C2a'((n5)(m+e)'* + nr). 
If n is any positive integer, it can be written in the form 
n=2"tV,2'-'t-~'+v,~2"+2"-'+"~ t I, 
where 2” < n < 2”+ ‘, and each vi is either 0 or 1. Hence D, can be written as 
the sum of ( + 1) groups of sums containing 2”, ~,2~-‘,..., terms. By the 
Minkowski inequality and (6.8), we obtain 
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[ 
mte 
< CT (m+e)/Z i 2(4-i)(1/2+(~l(mte))) 
i=O 1 
+ CT i 2(~-i)(ltdOnte)) 
[ 1 
ItltC? 
i=O 
< ct 
(mte)/2. *(pt(mte)/Z) 
[ 
go 2-i~*/2+“‘mt~,l] m+e 
+ CT p+u i 2-i(l+dl(mte) 
[ 
m+e 
i=O 1 
< Cnqnt)(“+e)‘2 + nt). 
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